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Distant E-learning is a main issue nowadays, and it is strongly motivated by social and economical considerations. The increased people mobility and the reduction of educational costs push to develop ad hoc solutions enabling to access to knowledge regardless to geographical situation and economical capabilities. These parameters should not be limits for good training; learning material’s pertinence and efficiency have to remain the core of educational activities. In this paper we address the problem through SyTroN: a tele-learning system. This system combines virtual reality and teleoperation techniques to offer an open platform with two main objectives. The first one is to propose intuitive virtual classrooms/desks, including a real teacher supervision and supporting collaborative and individual distant learning. The second goal is to place learners in real conditions with remote connections to real devices allowing distant experimentations. Both goals participate to increase learning impacts and to reduce costs, that is, sharing costly real devices from anywhere at any time. After 5 years of development, our work has been validated by an extensive use at a high engineering school. In situ tests and learning impact studies have been done. They show some advantages and some drawbacks of our global solution.
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1. Introduction

E-learning is nowadays well established as a promising education vector. Thanks to the growth of computer-based technologies (including Internet, video games, virtual reality, etc.), classical education started to shift since early 1990s from old fashion classrooms to virtual collaborative spaces and other mobile-learning devices [1]. Industrialists were the first to investigate in this area: they designed tailored and huge prototyping, simulation, and training systems. The VTT project, for instance, was developed to train people on how to execute technical gestures while manipulating a milling machine [2]. We can also cite the GVT project [3], with individual and collaborative [4] environment learning of industrial maintenance procedures on military equipment.

This movement was strongly amplified by popularization of both Internet and virtual reality technologies. The first one is by offering affordable networking facilities, and the second one is by enabling the use of low-cost, attractive, and useful learning environments. Text-based contents were used in the beginning. Multimedia contents and also realistic and complex interactive environments were developed to support the learning process. This became possible because the techniques were mature, and the costs have been largely reduced: powerful and cheap computers were largely spread enabling advanced and multimodal interactions. We have also to notice that video games also played a major role. Indeed, the gaming market pushed VR technologies like 3D rendering hardware and interfaces to make them affordable (the Nintendo Wii is a good example of this success). The conjunction of these factors allowed virtual classroom metaphors to exist [5, 6].

Many distant learning platforms are now in use [7] in many areas. Unfortunately, most of existing systems do not support tangible contents. Only text, audio-visual, and simulations are available. For engineering disciplines, intangible, predefined, and simulation-based contents are necessary but not sufficient to transmit the knowledge: experiencing real world and real situations is mandatory to
have the maximum impact [8]. Indeed, the essence of engineering is to build abstractions representing the real world in order to deal with it. Consequently, the corresponding learning techniques start generally by simplified models and describing physical phenomena. Solutions to study these lasts are then propose. Unfortunately, one can only simulate the phenomena (through virtual reality and predefined models) and cannot fully integrate the reality with its errors and uncertainties. Accessing to physical objects is then necessary. Following that, Balestrino et al. [9] addressed automatic control field and built a system to learn the usage of a robotic arm [10]. Kim et al. [11] has focused on simulating electronic circuits in a distant virtual laboratory with the ability to apply the models on real equipment. He included some feedbacks, mainly the use of webcams, to visualize and validate theoretical simulations.

Other developments have been achieved to enable connecting more complex systems, namely, systems with high dimensionality (e.g., MIMO, multiinput multoutput systems like mobile robots) but with limited capabilities. These limitations are not technical but conceptual. Indeed, usability of e-learning systems (i.e., how easy is the integration of new topics-lectures) is generally neglected. For instance, some developed infrastructures are mostly one-shot systems (where adding any new function or any new service needs consequent efforts). Other systems use proprietary softwares (namely, closed systems like COSIMIR Robotics) or have very poor interfaces leading to cognitive overloads and so are not dealing with e-learning principles [12, 13]).

Another philosophy for increasing the learning process impact was introduced in the early 2000s. It is concerned with so-called serious games (see the serious game initiative at http://www.seriousgames.org/). Initiated for military application and extend for other fields (health, rescue, economy, etc.), its aim is to help the creation of simulations having the look and the feel of classical games but concerned with real-world situations, processes, or events. This is not really far from edutainment philosophy and can help to improve it. Namely, one needs to investigate whether or not adding playful activities is of interest.

When revisiting the last mentioned principles, one can derive the factors affecting the learning impact. They are three, and many science of education researchers [14–16] consider them as key points to qualify an efficient e-learning system.

(i) Practice. The level of realism and the richness of the system let learners confronted with realities and real situations.

(ii) Sharing-out. The available means for communications and for exchanges within the system allows learners to enhance team working and to improve communication skills (80% of the engineer real life workload is concerned with team working, management, and communication).

(iii) Presence. How immersion (seen from the VR point of view) learners feel within the system lets their attention and awareness turned to skill acquisition [17].

Following the previous constraints and considerations, we started the SyTroN project. The project aim was not only to tackle educational aspects but also to consider technical solutions offering an open and a complete solution. Namely, we integrate and we develop technologies to build a system that

1. supports the classroom metaphor dealing with educational needs,
2. is enough opened enabling operational flexibility,
3. is enough intuitive (from back-office and front-office sides) allowing to not accustomed users to use the system, and
4. can be run on trivialized support (both hardware and software) with no specific needs.

Innovative solutions by mixing virtual reality, networking and teleoperation technologies were developed. With these techniques, we achieved a complete and functional solution allowing currently training on 3 different physical devices. Learners can follow a two-step process: first, they learn by simulation (acquiring theoretical skills), and then they manipulate real devices and solve real problems.

The first section of this paper deals with the presentation of models and implementations of SyTroN components. The second section gives an overview of the system usage and some e-learning session examples. The third section presents the field validation of SyTroN, evaluations, and some perspectives for the future developments.

2. SyTroN’s Model and Implementation

In this section we present the models and the implementations we did to set up our system. Mainly, we adapted existing solutions to reach our goal. We adopted the classical scheme where e-learning systems are divided into three logical units: users, knowledge database, and learning environments. These units are connected and combined to deliver material and to offer optimal learning conditions. We first list the situations and activities any user may face during a session. From that, we derive corresponding solutions regarding three axes, namely, (1) connectivity allowing to logical units to be linked and to exchange information, (2) the working environment offering a virtual desk (personal space) or a classroom (a shared space) to learners, and (3) the interaction tools letting learners interact with both virtual and real worlds.

2.1. Pedagogy Design Considerations. Before beginning the development of SyTroN and writing its codes, we made some practical investigations, and we interviewed all the participants. Teachers were asked to detail their presence-based lectures regarding structural aspects, timing, and exchanges (teacher-students, students-students) during lectures. We asked students how they perceive the training sessions well. This study leads us to derive a general framework. We worked on a script with handmade screens and concepts of what should be the virtual desk and the virtual classroom.
Iteratively, we refined the models to reach an acceptable frame. Our approach is not only objective: some of our considerations are purely subjective to take into account personalities of teachers and how they transmit knowledge. Students also evaluate the perceived quality of knowledge transmission as well. They showed more sensitivity to the way the teacher introduces and explains concepts than the validity of concepts. We found out a big variability in both groups: teaching schemes and their perception by receivers are personality dependant.

**Teachers Interviews.** The goal in interviewing teachers is to have a generic description of sessions’ progress. Three points were considered.

(i) **Timing.** We asked teachers to describe the training sessions phases. It turned out that most of them divide sessions in three periods. The first one is concerned with offline preparation: students must acquire the theoretical knowledge and understand the training session progress, that is, the learning steps. The second period is the session itself, and the last one is dedicated reporting.

(ii) **Interactions.** During a session: teachers interact with students depending on situations; they are “invasive” to steer the work or “passive” to let students develop their autonomy.

(iii) **Reporting and evaluation.** A lot of practices are existing. Some teachers prefer a predefined reporting process to evaluate students while others let students free to produce a self-assessment.

**Students Interviews.** We wanted here to extract the students’ optimal imaginary working environment and sessions progress. The main request coming from interviews was the flexibility. Their aim is a system accessible at any time, from anywhere, allowing them to share the work with others in a dynamic and an easy way, a working environment where all the needed materials are quickly useful, and so on.

The interviews were for us a good support to derive the SyTroN framework. Figure 1, for instance, is a draft made by students to describe the personal workspace. Collaborative, interactive aspects as well as capabilities to face real situations were the key points we addressed to deal with users’ expectations.

2.2. **E-Learning Situations and Activities.** To launch the effective development, we started by listing situations and activities within e-learning system. To do so, we considered potential learning session scenario.

(1) **User Connection.** A teacher or a student requests a connection. After verifying the rights from the knowledge database, the user is given the access to a list of actions he or she is able to do.

(2) **Standalone Activities.** Once connected, the user works alone. He or she accesses the personal working space. User can thus execute synchronous (3, 5) or asynchronous activities (3, 4).

(3) **Working with Other Users.** In addition to what is possible to do in standalone mode, users are allowed to connect to a working group. Additional exchanges may concern chatting with other users, having a videoconference with them, or just sending emails.

(4) **Getting or Uploading Material.** Users can download lectures and contents. It could be text-based, audio, or video materials. Email and messages can be also exchanged. On the other hand, teachers or administrators can upload material.

(5) **Using Devices.** A user can interact with a virtual or a physical device in real time. This is the main sensitive action a user can perform. Following the availability of the device and the user’s rights, a device is allowed to one user (except when the device is shared between the teacher and the student). The interaction here is mainly synchronous and time critical because the control loop is not local, but it is geographically distributed over the network.

2.3. **Developed Infrastructure.** To support the previous activities and situations, we designed and deployed a fully connected network. This network supports all client-servers’ based services and functions the users need. Figure 2 illustrates SyTroN’s network. This network allows multiple and distant IT-based connections with a main goal: ensure flexibility. Indeed, SyTroN handles connections regardless users’ geographical distribution as well as material’s distribution allowing to several institutions to access to the system 24 hours a day around the world. Hereafter we detail SyTroN functions and services.
SyTroN supports functions and offers services that can be divided into three categories:

(i) user oriented (including teachers and students),
(ii) device oriented, and
(iii) management oriented.

User Oriented Services and Functions. Two families of functions were implemented: communication functions and device control functions. The first ones are classical in e-learning system. The second ones are more specific; they let users control remotely physical devices.

Communication functions enable users to access to the contents and to people within the SyTroN system. Users can

(i) access to lectures, tests, and evaluations,
(ii) contact teachers and other students,
(iii) get the devices status and gateways,
(iv) simulate devices and processes.

Some specific functions are reserved to teachers like adding devices, adding lectures, and setting tests and evaluations.

Device control functions link users to physical devices. These functions achieve remote physical interactions by sending controls and receiving measurements in return, namely, device status and partial information about the remote environment.

Device Oriented Services and Functions. These functions are gateways between users (device control functions) and the remote physical world. The functions set is composed of two parts: the device gateway and the device controller.

The device gateway connects the users and the knowledge database to the device. The device controller pilots the actuators and gets the remote sensors information. The device gateway is just a translator. Depending on the considered device, the gateway formats the users commands and passes the parameters to the controller. The concerned actuators execute the commands and respond to the device controller by giving the new status (e.g., position of a motor). In other words, we use a remotely closed-control scheme. Thus, the gateway functions are mainly dealing with synchronous and critical communication. TCP and acknowledged UDP protocols are used to guaranty the exchanges synchronicity and integrity.

The device controller is the embedded interface between real and the logical world (the device gateway). Its main function is to close the local low level control loop. This component is device-dependent: each device utilizes its own specific driver. For SyTroN implementation, three devices with three different dynamics have been tested. Due to the nature of these devices, two control platforms are used: the Matlab-Simulink (from MathWorks) platform and a proprietary platform (C++-based API). Both support real time controls. Indeed, for the two, we have compiled binaries connectable and executable at a high-frequency rate (100 Hz) compatible with control constraints (10 milliseconds to control systems with time constant of 100 milliseconds and more).

Administration and Management Services and Functions. The knowledge database (K-database) contains all the information needed to manage the global system. Four subdatabases describe the logical units (teachers, students, lectures, and devices) and their cross-relationships. The main functions of the K-database are the following.

(i) Managing people by setting and verifying the rights of users such as name, coordinates (email, address), list of lectures. Each field allows users to access to specific SyTroN services.
(ii) Managing contents such as Lectures, tests, and evaluation program and tests and evaluation results.
(iii) Managing devices by adding, modifying, or keeping devices histories. Each device is described as a MIMO system, with its inputs and outputs (current user, users priorities, IP addresses and ports, data formats, scales, intervals, etc.).

This relational database is SQL compliant (MySQL-PHP based). For instance, the devices’ table is related to lectures. Through this, a student connection will extract the list of the allowable lectures, let him choose one of them, and then access to the targeted device. Once connected, the student load the device characteristic parameters. The student can thus start his interactions.

Within the K-Base, we added a gateway module to open partly the system to let the engineering school administration to program teaching activities like scheduling, compiling results, establishment of appointments, and so on.

3. The Virtual Desk and the Working Environment

In the previous section, we described the set of functions SyTroN supports. In this section we show how these functions are materialized through a VR-based interface. The main purpose here is to immerse the user within practical situations to let him view, perceive, and become aware of the learning world (the teacher, the other learners and the learning object) with a minimum cognitive work-load: no additional efforts are requested to imagine other participants or controlled devices for instance. We worked on two main aspects: the personal working space and the shared environment. The first aspect is concerned with the design of a functional personal space allowing intuitive and effortless activities. The second aspect is more dedicated to collaborative activities. The challenging task here was to built a unique “PC window” knowing that both have to be represented on it. Needless to say that the playful aspect was hidden in our design. Nevertheless it was constantly in our mind at least in representing the working space environment.
3.1. Modeling the Workspace. The personal workspace is the place where the learner must feel as if he or she were on a desk with accesses to some of previously introduced functions. The model we choose emphasizes the immersion, the easy navigation, and the awareness of the other activities and offers several modes to control the devices.

**Immersion and Awareness.** The materialization of this metaphor is 3D-based: this choice is very useful because it increases immersion, and let us distribute spatially the learning objects. Indeed, the current object of interest is central while active and nonactive objects are placed on side walls. This let the user focus on the central object while keeping access to other functions. in Figure 3, a device is in the first plane, and documents for instance are on the top-right side.

**Navigation and Access to Services.** The 3D approach eases the navigation process. Indeed, by clicking on a service, the corresponding representation is brought forward. In Figure 4, the user is consulting a document from the library. One can notice that other functions and tools are still visible.

**Manipulating the Devices and Interacting with the Real World.** Manipulating real devices is one of the key points of our system. Students perform first a theoretical phase (e.g., working on documents). After that, the learner can start controlling the device. This can be done

1. in a direct way by accessing directly to the device parameters in an open-loop mode;
2. in a high-level way by programming an off-line trajectory (a set of values or time dependant functions);
3. in a low-level way by setting up the remote control loop.

For each type of control, the user has three possibilities: manipulating directly the device buttons, running a simulation which generates the desired data (the trajectory in the parameters’ space), or setting up a controller.

To increase the presence feeling, we added a live video feedback of the real device (see Figure 5). Indeed, we noticed that learners were frustrated by having only a virtual representation of the manipulated devices, specially for the mobile robot. When programming an obstacle avoidance procedure, learners verified twice the procedure before running it: they feel responsible of the robot. This reaction is to be considered as an impact learning increasing.

3.2. Shared Space. The class room metaphor was our guide to extend the personal workspace to offer a collaborative platform to support the groupwork. This aspect is mainly social and is concerned with communication between users [18]. Following that, we added some specific items like avatars and multimodal services like telepointers and verbal-text channels.

**Self-Representation and Copresence.** We made the hypothesis that feeling belonging to a team starts by feeling the copresence of other team members. To do so, each member of the session is represented by an exocentric avatar. When a user focuses on a service, his avatar in all other students’ interface flies next to the object corresponding to this service, in order to indicate to the other participants what he is doing.

**Multimodal Communication between Users.** For SyTroN we used a communication server named Reflector. Reflector supports a set of Peer-to-Peer or broadcast-like verbal and textual exchanges like chatting or voice conferencing. To address nonverbal communication, we added a virtual white board to let users share results and formula through drawings thanks to a pen tablet or mouse. Also and for the same purposes, we added the telepointer: it is the duplication of one’s pointing device position on the other personal spaces. It can tell partners what action is targeted.

**Sharing a Same Device.** To simplify the architecture of the system, we assume that the use of any device is exclusive: only one user can send controls and set control parameters.
to the device. On the contrary, one or more participants can observe the device by receiving its status. Following that and to avoid conflicts, we use a priority-token policy: each device is represented by a unique token, taking this last is equivalent to take the device control. On the other hand, each user has a level of priority defined within the K-Base. A user with level \( n \) can interrupt any current device user having a lower priority level. In practice, users communicate through verbal or textual channels to solve conflicts.

4. SyTroN Usage through Examples

We give in this section a short description of two devices we have integrated in SyTroN and some views of the running system.

4.1. Devices. The figure presents two of the three devices we have already included in our system.

The heating board (Figure 6) is dedicated to study the heat propagation processes. It is a good example to learn how to control complex systems with numerous inputs and outputs in the state space (an algebraic approach of automatic control). The heating board is a basic Multiple Inputs/Multiple Outputs system (MIMO). The students

Figure 3: The personal workspace.

Figure 4: Navigation to access to services.

Figure 5: Video feedback service.

Figure 6: The heating board.
have here to keep the temperature of the board constant, regardless to the external temperature (considered here as a perturbation). The goal of the training session is to learn MIMO control techniques, especially control laws.

The mobile Pekee robot (Figure 7) is a classical robot produced by Wany Robotics SA. This robot has two actuators, namely, two DC motors enabling the robot to move with 3 degrees of freedom. On the other hand, Pekee has onboard a set of sensors (IR telemetry, light, gyro, choc detector, etc.) enabling to evaluate the robot’s environment. Both actuators and sensors are handled by the onboard PC. This last communicates with any other PC using a wireless Ethernet channel. The communication can concern the state of the robot (sensors information) or robot controls (DC motors position/speed or a request for a specific measurement).

4.2. Usage. Starting the session, the student downloads the documents explaining the lecture, the manipulation protocol, and the attended results. This first step is followed by the simulation phase: the learner can start training on the virtual device (equivalent of the real one) in a standalone mode or within a group. This enables to acquire the theoretical basis. After that, the student(s) can pass to real manipulation regarding the given protocol as specified in the lecture documents.

The Heating Board. The student can verify the results of the simulations by comparing resulting curves to theoretical ones. From the derived model, the student can switch to the real device to set up the control parameters, namely, the PID constants. These parameters are sent via the asynchronous TCP channel to the device server, and the real test can start. The closed loop control is then activated to maintain the temperature to a desired one. The client calculates the inputs of the heating board and sends it via the TCP synchronous channel. The device server extracts the current temperature and returns it to the client and so on. This closed-loop process is done at 1 Hz frequency. Indeed, as the response time of the system is greater than 15 seconds, 1 Hz frequency for the control loop is enough to verify the Shannon theorem and to ensure the stability of the system.

The Mobile Pekee Robot. The mobile robot is an example of nonlinear systems. Due to its nonholonomy, learners must develop advanced control strategies to execute some simple tasks like trajectory following or obstacle avoidance. The first step is to aware students about time constraints. Here, these constraints are stronger than those of the previous device. Indeed, the purpose here is to enable to a distant student to pilot a mobile. It is obvious that the shorter the system response time is, the better the manipulation is. An ACK-UDP-based protocol is used for this service. As for the heating board, the first stages of the mobile robot manipulations are concerned with the discovery of the device. This is done using documents and simulations. For the teleoperated mode, the user may use a force feedback joystick, a mouse, or the computer keyboard and the visual feedback (a video stream coming from the embedded camera) to pilot the robot. This generates motion commands that are sent to the robot. The robot executes these commands, captures about 31 sensors measurements, and replies to the client. These measurements are then used to refresh the virtual environment. As the robot speed is about 0.5 m/s, the user may react in less than 1/2 second to avoid obstacles in front of the robot. This response time is obtained by tuning the range sensor dynamics to 1 m depth. Following that and considering transmissions time delays in the network, any object about 0.25 m has to be considered as very close obstacle. A hidden mobile robot was added to the interface to take into account the effects of time delays (due mainly to the network) and the resulting offset between the user command and the real state of the remote robot. Once the discovery phase finished, students write high-level controllers (polygonal approximation-based or BUG-2 like strategies) to execute a robot displacement.

5. Evaluation

The evaluation of the system has been done to measure two quantities: the perceived quality and the learning impact factor. The first quantity is well known in human-machine interface and is subjective. Its role is to determine the system's usability degree. Classically the evaluation of such degree is done through questionnaires and psychophysics studies. The second quantity is more objective and can measure how efficient is the system as a vector for knowledge and skills acquisition. This evaluation was done by comparing the results obtained by learners in tests in both classical learning process and the SyTroN-based one.

5.1. The Perceived Quality. For this evaluation, we agreed with all participants to consider three parameters.

1. The personal workspace quality.
2. Collaborative facilities efficiency.
3. The realism of the interaction with the real world.
These parameters reflect more or less participants’ aims expressed during interviews. For the evaluation protocol, we decided to work with two groups: a group following the normal program for young engineer and a second one following the adult program. For this last, students work mainly from home and nightly. For each group we evaluated the three parameters, and questionnaires were filled.

**The Workspace Quality.** Users were asked to work alone and to try to discover all SyTroN functionalities. Individual sessions were performed by participants. We verify our preconception hypothesis: the interface is enough intuitive and users discovered services in a quasinatural way. Users verified that all metaphors concerning a generic personal workspace are present. They verified also that the navigation between the subspaces (documents, manipulations, communications, etc.) is easy: the subspaces are simultaneously present within the 3D representation and with a simple mouse click one can change the active subspace.

**Collaborative Tools.** The second evaluation was concerned with the collaborative space and the attached tools. Users tested communication channels. Voice- and text-based exchanges were performed and were appreciated. For instance, the telepointer and its use to share documents was also welcomed. However, adults and young engineer reactions were different: for the first group, chat and live talk were more used before and during experiments. For young people exchanges were mainly concerned with simulations/real experiments results. Maybe cultural gap exists between the two categories and ones are more used with known tools (e.g., MSN or Skype) and our offer was not a part of their usual tools yet.

**Realism and Interaction with Real Devices.** This aspect was the most accepted. Indeed, users tried a lot to control remotely the real devices as well as the simulated ones. One could explain this by the playful nature of the interactions. Fortunately, we verified that after the discovery phase, users found the principle very comfortable: they can work at any time from anywhere. In addition, the proposed virtual environment was considered as enough realistic (mainly devices representation) to let users work as if they were near the device, and the video feedback increases this feeling.

### 5.2. Knowledge and Skills Acquisition

This part of the evaluation is the most difficult. Indeed, it was impossible for us to compare between the classical approach and the new one: many bias exist. For instance, we noticed that people spend more time when using SyTroN than when they are in a real classroom (2 times more). Also, exchanges between students are more frequent. In fact the problem is more general, and we are not equipped to tackle it. This issue may be addressed through cognitive and neurosciences approaches. We started to do it in a more global context, namely, human-machine interfaces objective evaluation with the hope to derive some generic tools allowing to evaluate learning processes.

### 6. Conclusions

We detailed the SyTroN concept, the approaches we developed to design its architecture, the components we built, its use as a functional platform, and some preliminary evaluations. First, we strongly concentrate our work on automatic control aspects (closing high-/low-speed loops over Internet) which are not described here. The second step was to predesign the virtual desk and its components. Voice, video and written messages channels were integrated within the system. A central system managing technical and administrative matters finishes our core developments. We have an operational system which can constitute a good basis for further improvements like adding an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) to assist automatically teachers. Indeed, teachers currently act in an old fashion by accompanying learners. An ITS can help to personalize more the relationship between each partner. The other contribution we made and which must be also improved in the future is the use of real devices to let learners confront to real problems.

Recently, we started experimenting the use of SyTroN in maintenance and dismantlement missions preparation in nuclear power plants [19]. The matter here is not to learn but to prepare stressing and dangerous missions. The key question for such systems remains the efficiency and the way to evaluate it. This is an open problem, and recent advances in neurosciences and cognitive sciences will help to find solutions and thus give objective tools in designing E-learning systems.
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